We present Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) version of Fortran 90 programs for solving the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation for a Bose-Einstein condensate in one, two, and three spatial dimensions, optimized for use with GNU and Intel compilers. We use the split-step Crank-Nicolson algorithm for imaginary-and real-time propagation, which enables efficient calculation of stationary and non-stationary solutions, respectively. The present OpenMP programs are designed for computers with multi-core processors and optimized for compiling with both commercially-licensed Intel Fortran and popular free open-source GNU Fortran compiler. The programs are easy to use and are elaborated with helpful comments for the users. All input parameters are listed at the beginning of each program. Different output files provide physical quantities such as energy, chemical potential, root-mean-square sizes, densities, etc. We also present speedup test results for new versions of the programs. 
Solution method: We employ the split-step Crank-Nicolson algorithm to discretize the time-dependent GP equation in space and time. The discretized equation is then solved by imaginary-or real-time propagation, employing adequately small space and time steps, to yield the solution of stationary and non-stationary problems, respectively.
Reasons for the new version: Previously published Fortran programs [1, 2] have now become popular tools [3] for solving the GP equation. These programs have been translated to the C programming language [4] and later extended to the more complex scenario of dipolar atoms [5] . Now virtually all computers have multi-core processors and some have motherboards with more than one physical computer processing unit (CPU), which may increase the number of available CPU cores on a single computer to several tens. The C programs have been adopted to be very fast on such multi-core modern computers using general-purpose graphic processing units (GPGPU) with Nvidia CUDA and computer clusters using Message Passing Interface (MPI) [6] . Nevertheless, previously developed Fortran programs are also commonly used for scientific computation and most of them use a single CPU core at a time in modern multi-core laptops, desktops, and workstations. Unless the Fortran programs are made aware and capable of making efficient use of the available CPU cores, the solution of even a realistic dynamical 1d problem, not to mention the more complicated 2d and 3d problems, could be time consuming using the Fortran programs. Previously, we published auto-parallel Fortran programs [2] suitable for Intel (but not GNU) compiler for solving the GP equation. Hence, a need for the full OpenMP version of the Fortran programs to reduce the execution time cannot be overemphasized. To address this issue, we provide here such OpenMP Fortran programs, optimized for both Intel and GNU Fortran compilers and capable of using all available CPU cores, which can significantly reduce the execution time.
Summary of revisions: Previous Fortran programs [1] for solving the time-dependent GP equation in 1d, 2d, and 3d with different trap symmetries have been parallelized using the OpenMP interface to reduce the execution time on multi-core processors. There are six different trap symmetries considered, resulting in six programs for imaginary-time propagation and six for real-time propagation, totaling to 12 programs included in BEC-GP-OMP-FOR software package.
All input data (number of atoms, scattering length, harmonic oscillator trap length, trap anisotropy, etc.) are conveniently placed at the beginning of each program, as before [2] . Present programs introduce a new input parameter, which is designated by Number of Threads and defines the number of CPU cores of the processor to be used in the calculation. If one sets the value 0 for this parameter, all available CPU cores will be used. For the most efficient calculation it is advisable to leave one CPU core unused for the background system's jobs. For example, on a machine with 20 CPU cores such that we used for testing, it is advisable to use up to 19 CPU cores. However, the total number of used CPU cores can be divided into more than one job. For instance, one can run three simulations simultaneously using 10, 4, and 5 CPU cores, respectively, thus totaling to 19 used CPU cores on a 20-core computer.
The Fortran source programs are located in the directory src, and can be compiled by the make command using the makefile in the root directory BEC-GP-OMP-FOR of the software package. The examples of produced output files can be found in the directory output, although some large density files are omitted, to save space. The programs calculate the values of actually used dimensionless nonlinearities from the physical input parameters, where the input parameters correspond to the identical nonlinearity values as in the previously published programs [1] , so that the output files of the old and new programs can be directly compared. The output files are conveniently named such that their contents can be easily identified, following the naming convention introduced in Ref. [2] . For example, a file named <code>-out.txt, where <code> is a name of the individual program, represents the general output file containing input data, time and space steps, nonlinearity, energy and chemical potential, and was named fort.7 in the old Fortran version of programs [1] . A file named <code>-den.txt is the output file with the condensate density, which had the names fort.3 and fort.4 in the old Fortran version [1] for imaginary-and real-time propagation programs, respectively. Other possible density outputs, such as the initial density, are commented out in the programs to have a simpler set of output files, but users can uncomment and re-enable them, if needed. In addition, there are output files for reduced (integrated) 1d and 2d densities for different programs. In the real-time programs there is also an output file reporting the dynamics of evolution of root-mean-square sizes after a perturbation is introduced. The supplied real-time programs solve the stationary GP equation, and then calculate the dynamics. As the imaginary-time programs are more accurate than the real-time programs for the solution of a stationary problem, one can first solve the stationary problem using the imaginary-time programs, adapt the real-time programs to read the pre-calculated wave function and then study the dynamics. In that case the parameter NSTP in the real-time programs should be set to zero and the space mesh and nonlinearity parameters should be identical in both programs. The reader is advised to consult our previous publication where a complete description of the output files is given [2] . A readme.txt file, included in the root directory, explains the procedure to compile and run the programs.
We tested our programs on a workstation with two 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 CPUs. The parameters used for testing are given in sample input files, provided in the corresponding directory. together with the programs. In Table 1 we present wallclock execution times for runs on 1, 6, and 19 CPU cores for programs compiled using Intel and GNU Fortran compilers. The corresponding columns "Intel speedup" and "GNU speedup" give the ratio of wall-clock execution times of runs on 1 and 19 CPU cores, and denote the actual measured speedup for 19 CPU cores. In all cases and for all numbers of CPU cores, although the GNU Fortran compiler gives excellent results, the Intel Fortran compiler turns out to be slightly faster. Note that during these tests we always ran only a single simulation on a workstation at a time, to avoid any possible interference issues. Therefore, the obtained wall-clock times are more reliable than the ones that could be measured with two or more jobs running simultaneously. We also studied the speedup of the programs as a function of the number of CPU cores used. The performance of the Intel and GNU Fortran compilers is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where we plot the speedup and actual wall-clock times as functions of the number of CPU cores for 2d and 3d programs. We see that the speedup increases monotonically with the number of CPU cores in all cases and has large values (between 10 and 14 for 3d programs) for the maximal number of cores. This fully justifies the development of OpenMP programs, which enable much faster and more efficient solving of the GP equation. However, a slow saturation in the speedup with the further increase in the number of CPU cores is observed in all cases, as expected. The speedup tends to increase for programs in higher dimensions, as they become more complex and have to process more data. This is why the speedups of the supplied 2d and 3d programs are larger than those of 1d programs. Also, for a single program the speedup increases with the size of the spatial grid, i.e., with the number of spatial discretization points, since this increases the amount of calculations performed by the program. To demonstrate this, we tested the supplied real2d-th program and varied the number of spatial discretization points NX=NY from 20 to 1000. The measured speedup obtained when running this program on 19 CPU cores as a function of the number of discretization points is shown in Fig. 2 . The speedup first increases rapidly with the number of discretization points and eventually saturates. Additional comments: Example inputs provided with the programs take less than 30 minutes to run on a workstation with two Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 processors (2 QPI links, 10 CPU cores, 25 MB cache, 2.3 GHz).
